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EXTENSION OF TIME AND LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Construction projects require time bound performance as they are Capital 

intensive.  Delay caused affects Owners and Contractors.  To look for a project 

completion within stipulated time is to spot a Unicorn. `Delay’ triggers 

disputes for variety of claims for compensation.  This study covers one linked 

to Law of Liquidated Damages and Extension of Time. 

1.2. In performance of any contract, there is a potential risk that one or both the 

parties may commit breach of some promise.  The magnitude may range from 

excusable to non excusable and non compensable breach including cardinal 

breach which may make further performance impossible.  Usually, breach of 

the terms of contract could be in the first two categories, while the breach of 

condition of contract could render contract not amenable to any further 

performance.  

1.3. Every breach, minor or major could be potential source of a dispute between 

the parties and the party aggrieved may look for appropriate compensation. 

Construction law, has to deal with decision about compensation resulting from 

the breach. Firstly one has to prove that there is a breach.  There is also 

damage suffered and the damage suffered has direct causal relationship with 

the breach. It is ideal if drafting of a contract can include such provisions 

which can help parties to resolve the disputes without complications.  

However, except for Liquidated Damages for delay, no appropriate provision 

is being made and this provision is very complex. 
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1.4. In construction Industry, breaches are routine.  It is almost illusory to imagine 

an Employer who could avoid some obstructions or breaches on his part. It is 

equally unlikely to come across a Contractor who performs his obligations 

wholly and completely without a breach. Of all the breaches, it is only the non 

completion of scope of work within the stipulated period that the parties 

provide a remedy by way of provision of Liquidated Damages and Extension 

of Time.  For this breach, there is a spelt out relief in terms of compensation.   

2. L.D. as DELAY DAMAGES 

2.1. Delay damages resulting from Extension of Time for Contractor is required to 

be adjudicated through a complex analysis of facts called Time Impact 

Analysis.  However, the Law sometimes, (in construction) declares the 

intention of parties that Time is an essence has to be extracted from the 

synthesis of various contradictory intentions embodied in the provision of the 

contract  as in Hind Construction v/s State of Maharashtra (AIR 1979 SC 720). 

The Time does not remain an essence and if no Notice is given for Time to 

remain essence for future extension. The Employer may have no right to have 

the breach linked to a provision of agreed Liquidated Damages. Court may 

interpret the provision as given up.  

2.2. In construction law, it is universally accepted that next to proving Delay 

Damages by reasonable analytic tool of “TIA” (Time Impact Analysis), the 

topic of Liquidated Damages linked to Extension of Time, (EOT) is very 

complex.    The problem lies in answering the question whether the amount 

named in contract is binding or is subject to being proved as damages and by 

whom? 

2.3. The parties to a contract often insert a clause whereby there is drafter’s 

assessment of the amount of damage likely to occur due to delay. Such 

provision, cannot exclude the principle that the compensation for breach must 

be related to the actual loss or as much as it could place the party back in the 
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position, if the breach had not occurred. The amount of compensation is 

limited to the amount named in the contract.  This amount should be genuine 

attempt for estimating the amount  of damage, likely to occur. It is therefore, 

the fundamental proposition of law that once the amount is named, the 

compensation cannot exceed the amount for the type of the breach it has been 

provided for.  One cannot ignore such express provision and choose some 

other approach (AIR 1962 SC 1314).  Such amount cannot be recovered 

without proving that the damage suffered, or that the damage suffered without 

proving is not capable of being assessed correctly.   

3. MISCONCEPTION ABOUT LD AND EOT 

3.1. As there are some misconceptions about law of Liquidated Damage,  we have 

so many misconception of Extension of Time.  To believe that provision of 

Liquidated Damage is to the advantage of the Employer and Extension of time 

is to the advantage of the Contractor,  would be a mistake.  Liquidated 

Damage provision gives a definite idea of the risk of delay caused by the 

Contractor and he may make a provision in his Bid for limitation of risk. 

3.2. Equally incorrect is the concept of Extension of Time. Such Extension of Time 

without appropriate restructuring of rate or compensation, in a contract with an 

exclusion clause for delay damage will cast liability for the contractor to 

continue to work for a longer period without appropriate compensation. 

Similarly the Employer’s true losses may be larger than the provision and yet 

he cannot exceed the volunteered provision of his own choice. For Contractor 

it is a case of un-liquidated damages required to be proved. During the period 

of rising profits for the property owner, it may not be wise for the Employer to 

provide Liquidated Damage clause which may turn out to be inadequate 

compensation against the rising prices which may not be available to the 

developer / Employer.  Wisdom in certain situation lies in having a reasonable 

provision in Liquidated Damage.  
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4. THE LAW OF DAMAGES 

4.1. It is  required to be acquainted with the law related to the provision of 

Liquidated Damages being exclusive of otherwise.  In this situation we need to 

study International Law of Liquidated Damages and also review our  Law laid 

down by Supreme Court in “ Chunnilal Mehta , Fatechand, Maula Bux and 

Saw Pipes”   

4.2. In this respect, the landmark Judgements of  Hadley V/s. Baxendale (1854) 9 

EX.  341 and Victoria Laundry Ltd. V/s Newman Industries Ltd., (1949) I All  

E.R. 997 are absolutely clear and consistent. In short, the theory that within 

the framework of provision in the contract and / or appreciation of the subject 

of contract for natural occurrence, the aggrieved party need be placed back to 

the position where it could have been but for the breach of contract.  The 

Victoria Laundry case covers the situation of contemplated damage.   

4.3. In Indian Contract Act, 1872, the provisions of section 73 and 74 have 

adequate clarity as also potential risk in interpretation for construction 

projects. The principle laid down in section 73, is categorically clear that the 

compensation for damage need be made for losses naturally arising or as are in 

contemplation of the parties.   

4.4. However, Section 74, ends  with the words  “.....The party complaining of the 

breach is entitled whether or not actual damage or loss is proved to have 

been caused thereby.....”.  This raises the question whether the phrase 

“Whether or not” does apply  to Construction contracts where there is hardly 

any situation which defies reasonable computation of damage.   

4.5. In any event, in a civil litigation, there is no room for penalty and therefore 

any provision which smells of penalty is never endorsed by the Court.  Law 

demands that the amount named as compensation for a breach should be a 

genuine pre-estimation and should be agreed with free consent like any other 

provision in the contract.  All Construction contracts are substantially pre-

drafted (Contracts of Adhesion) including the provision of Liquidated 
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Damage.  It therefore, poses challenges to Court to conclude whether 

provision of Liquidated Damages is a genuine pre estimate agreed by free 

consent or it could be an amount disproportionate and hence appears to be a 

penalty.  

4.6. Even if in some legal system, provision of “Penalty” is not frowned at, it 

would still be for the Court to apply rules of equity to relieve the party agreed 

by the provision and rationalise the recovery.  Briefly the Court will not 

hesitate to award Liquidated Damages if such a sum is genuine pre-estimate of 

the sum fixed by the parties, once the liability is proved. It could also be a 

situation that though such a sum named is not a genuine pre-estimate of 

probable damage, but the parties have agreed in limiting the damages.  In such 

an event, the Court is ready to endorse the recovery of the amount so agreed 

irrespective of the verification of such amount to be genuine pre-estimate.  

4.7. When the court is  to decide, it is certain that intrinsic authority of court would 

expect Court to give  “Equity Interpretation” to a contract where hardship is 

likely to be caused. As quoted in Anson’s Law of Contract “equity looks to an 

intent rather than to form”. However, Arbitrator while applying the 

Liquidated Damages clause cannot decide by “Equity”  as the Arbitral 

Tribunal is bound by the terms of contract subject to their validity and 

enforceability.(Arbitration of Conciliation Act. 1996, Section 28). 

4.8. There are various questions related to this axis of Liquidated Damages and 

Extension of Time such as - Time as Essence, Doctrine of Notice. The law 

related to Time as essence and Doctrine of Notice are not dealt with, here. The 

Law of Retrospection of granting Extension, Retrospection of recovery of 

LD and Time at Large  are discussed.   

5. RETROSPECTIVE LIQUIDADED DAMAGE 

5.1. There is no case for Liquidated Damages to be applied with retrospective 

effect.  The phrases like “without prejudice” or “provisional extensions” 

make no sense in law, as the party to suffer is entitled to adequate notice for 
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his right to mitigate the losses. At the same time, he also has an obligation to 

mitigate the losses even if the same is adjudicated to be awarded. This doctrine 

has been well endorsed by recent Supreme Court Judgement “2011 (5) SCC 

758 JG Engineer’s case”, para  30 of the said document says that “in view of 

the finding of the Arbitrator that Contractor was not responsible for delay, 

the Contractor was entitled to 2nd extension without levy of penalty.  In fact, 

having extended the time, without levy of Liquidated Damages, the 

Respondents could not have retrospectively levied Liquidated Damages”.  

5.2. This observation is slightly different from Lord Danning’s observation. There 

are situations, which may render retrospective extension valid for deciding 

right to Liquidated Damages.  In famous case of Amalgamated Building 

Contracts Ltd. (1952 II) All England reported 452, Lord Danning observed 

that  the contractors  near the end of work have overrun the contract for a 

time longer than legitimately due, a certificate may justify a shorter time in 

retrospection exposing contractor to the risk of Liquidated Damages. 

6. TIME AT LARGE 

6.1. In construction law one often hears the phrase the time of performance has 

been rendered uncertain. The contract is not formerly revalidated and parties 

continue to perform.  Under the circumstances, the phrase “Time at Large” is 

used. It means the obligation to complete the promised performance within 

agreed time is lost.  This would mean that the obligation becomes executable 

within reasonable time. The reasonableness of time depends on the balance of 

quantity to be executed and the manner in which it is to be executed.   

6.2. It  results from Employer created delay and such delay is not covered by 

appropriate extension of time or where there is a waiver of the consequences 

of incompletion within the stipulated period. It is principle derived from law 

and specifically from section 46 from Indian Contract Act that when no time 

for performance is specified, work should be performed within reasonable 

time.  Such situation in construction law comes up when Time is at large.    
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6.3. After the reasonable time for performance has elapsed, owner can serve a 

notice for completion by certain date which is reasonable considering the 

balance of work.  In that event, a contractor fails by such date, the employer 

can treat the contract to be repudiated by the contractor and recover Liquidated 

Damages if time was of an essence made through a notice giving extension of 

time. In absence of such notice, or such extension, the Time is at large and 

either party may resort to resign the contract. 

7. LD AND EOT 

7.1. If the Employer or his Engineer grants an extension of time, in respect of delay 

attributed by his Engineer, the Liquidated Damages will be computed from the 

extended date in event of non completion.  

7.2. It is important to note that Extension of Time cannot be enforced without 

consent of both the parties, as it is an amendment or alteration to the Original 

Timeframe (AIR 1986 Kant 14).  The latest position of section 62 is that such 

issue being a mixed issue of Law in fact it cannot be raised for the first time in  

Supreme Court (AIR 2012 SC 3167).  

7.3. It is very common for Extension of Time to be granted and such extension of 

time is taken up as defence against claim for Liquidated Damages.   Extension 

of Time for delay whether by Owner or Contractor must be operated strictly in 

terms of contract unless, one of the parties waives such a condition.  Such 

extension should be granted for the future period so that Contractor gets 

reasonable opportunity for his performance.  In fact, extension should be 

granted only for future date.  This logically results in a situation where 

compensation in terms of Liquidated Damages cannot be levied if not 

indicated at the time of giving extension.   

8. INTERNATIONAL LAW OF LD  AND EOT 

8.1. In England, the Law examines the stipulation for being reasonable or 

otherwise and does not interfere with the provision so long it appears to be fair 

estimation.  It is only when Court considers it a penalty; the question of 
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reasonableness is examined.  In US, if Courts feels  that the aggrieved party 

has suffered lesser or more damage, Court will not hold the named amount as 

sanctified.  Most of the countries endorse the view that damages need be 

proved by the party demanding compensation.  In the recent shift in `Saw 

Pipes’, it is the Respondent / Contractor to show that no such damage has 

occurred to Employer if he denies the recovery of LD.  

8.2.  Holmes v Guppy (1838)   

In this case Contractor entered into a contract for a work as part of 

construction of brewery in 4 months. Contract had provision for Liquidated 

Damage  clause.  There was no extension of time clause.  However, the fact 

was the Employer had caused delay in handing over the site.  The Judgement 

was that the Contractor is not liable for the Liquidated Damage. The 

Contractor was handicapped in performance of contract by non performance of 

implied reciprocal promise by Owner within the time and therefore the 

contractor is not liable in law.  Employer cannot be entitled for Liquidated 

Damage, The Holmes v Guppy (1838) has been reiterated in Bilton v G.L.C. 

(1982) 

8.3. This law over a period of 175 years is still considered a landmark judgement 

as quoted in Peak Construction Ltd. V Mckinney Foundation Ltd. (1970)  I 

B.L.R. I I I where Lord Salmon said “The plaintiffs are not entitled to 

anything at all under this head .... if failure to failure to complete on Time is 

due to fault of both – the Employer and the Contractor, in my view the 

clause does not bite”.  I cannot see how, in the ordinary course, the Employer 

can insists on compliance to the condition if it is partly his own fault.   

8.4. The Judgement proceeds to say that there could be an extension of time clause 

agreed by the parties, intending that Employer may recover Liquidated 

Damage only if, the work is further delayed beyond the agreed extension of 

time. The Judgement says that the clause should be construed strictly by rule 

of contra proferentum .  If there is no agreement on extension of time, there is 

no date in the contract from which liability to pay LD for delay would be 
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measured and therefore as per Miller v London County Council (1934)  no 

Liquidated Damages can be recovered.  

8.5. Keating on Building Contracts (5th edition page 230)  quotes an 1858 case – 

Kemp v Rose that there must be a definite time from which Liquidated 

Damages can run  and if this is omitted , court will not fix any date.  In case 

Contract stipulates Liquidated Damages is to be deducted from time to time 

and progress payments are made and the employer fails to deduct, he may 

have no right to deduct from payments which are subsequently due. It is 

sound principle of waiver. However, if there is no such expression in the 

contract, the right to recover Liquidated Damages may never be considered as 

waived.    

9. OUR LAW AND SHIFT OF “ONUS” IN “SAW PIPE ”.  

9.1. As discussed above other conditions related to Liquidated Damages are 

satisfied, the Onus to prove the actual damage is not on the party who suffered 

but it is for the party who contests to show that actually no damage has been 

caused (ONGC v Saw Pipes AIIR 2003 SC 2629).  The competence of court 

to award reasonable compensation  limited to the named amount is not done 

away with.  It is reiterated that where it is impossible for the court to be 

assessed compensation, court can award the amount provided if it is genuine 

pre-estimate.  In fact, except for the “Onus” there is no shift from long 

accepted principles laid down by Constitution Benches in 1962 and 1963 

9.2. In AIR 1962 SC 1314 (Chunilal Mehta) , the principle laid down is that 

“when parties name in a contract,  a sum of money to be paid as Liquidated 

Damages, then they must be deemed to exclude the right to claim an 

unasserted sum as the money.” 

9.3. In AIR 1963 SC 1405 (Fateh Chand) , the Constitution Bench  in para 10, 

clearly stated that the section 74 does not justify the Award of compensation 

when a consequence of a breach no legal injury at all has resulted because 

compensation for the breach of contract, can be awarded to make good loss or 
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damage which naturally arose in the usual course of things or which the parties 

knew when they made the contract, to be likely to result from the breach.  

However, Law clearly declares that if the provision is in nature of forfeiture, 

the clause will mean penalty and not compensation as indicated in the famous 

“Maula Bux”  case AIR 1970 SC 1955 (Maula Bux). It is clearly indicated in 

para 8 however, that where the loss in terms of money can be determined 

parties claiming the compensation must prove the loss suffered by him.  It is 

this variance, in the Onus as to who should prove the loss, becomes the subject 

matter of debate (ONGC v Saw Pipes AIIR 2003 SC 2629). In contrast, we 

have landmark judgement from England consistent for over 206 years - 

Wilbeam v Ashton (1807), I Camp 78, Lord Ellenborough said “beyond the 

penalty you shall not go; within it you are to give the party any 

compensation which he can prove himself entitled to”.  Although there are 

English judgements which will hold the named amount as fair without 

question, the onus that damage has occurred has always been with the party 

claiming the Liquidated Damages.  It is only in case of forfeiture or Earnest 

Money Deposit that the amount being forfeited is the named accepted amount 

and hence requires no proof of damage. Such contracts are called “Option 

Contracts”. 

10. FINALLY  

10.1. The law of   Liquidated Damage as valid can be summed up as below : 

a. There has to be an agreed time to perform obligations of contract 

b. There has to be a provision to recover compensation for  failure of 

condition at (a) limited to a named amount. 

c. Provision need be reasonable pre-estimate of Damages likely to occur 

d. Owner / Employer must act on provision with clean hands i.e. it must 

have not contributed to Delay caused or being caused. 
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e. To compute “start –date” for Liquidated Damages, a Notice for 

prospective recovery need be given.  

f. Owner cannot give up the provision of Liquidated and opt for un-

liquidated damages. 

g. Whether Employer need to prove that actual damage is equal or more 

than the demand or is it  the Law that the Contractor must prove that no 

damages done by the delay?. Law is ambiguous 

11. Parting Thoughts 

11.1. In view of original intention, of certain provision becoming complicated 

through `Technical’ approach of Judiciary, the Drafters of Construction 

Contract may take a second look at provisions which are not required to be 

included.  

i. Liquidated Damages need not be provided 

- Sec. 73  will take care of all damages. We do not need sec. 74. 

ii. Time Essence need not be mentioned 

- Sec. 46 is enough to seek Court assistance. Extension of Time and  

Doctrine of Notice can take care to check `performance of Time v/s 

Breach and Compensation’. It gives parties freedom from section 55 

for mandatory notice to enforce Time Essence clause. 


